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Abstract

It is well known that in a bipartite (and more generally in a König) graph, the size

of the minimum vertex cover is equal to the size of the maximum matching. We first

address the question whether (and if not when) this property still holds in a König graph

if we insist on forcing one of the two vertices of some of the matching edges in the vertex

cover solution. We characterize such graphs using the classical notions of augmenting

paths and flowers used in Edmonds’ matching algorithm. Using this characterization, we

develop an O∗(9k)1 algorithm for the question of whether a general graph has a vertex

cover of size at most m+k where m is the size of the maximum matching. Our algorithm

for this well studied Above Guarantee Vertex Cover problem uses the technique of

iterative compression and the notion of important separators, and improves the runtime

of the previous best algorithm that took O∗(15k) time. As a consequence of this result

we get that well known problems like Almost 2-SAT (deleting at most k clauses to get

a satisfiable 2-SAT formula) and König Vertex Deletion (deleting at most k vertices

to get a König graph) also have an algorithm with O∗(9k) running time, improving on

the previous bound of O∗(15k).

1 Introduction

The classical notions of matchings and vertex covers have been at the center of serious study

for several decades in the area of Combinatorial Optimization [14]. In 1931, König and

Egerváry independently proved a result of fundamental importance: in a bipartite graph

the size of a maximum matching equals that of a minimum vertex cover [14]. This led

to a polynomial-time algorithm for finding a minimum vertex cover in bipartite graphs.

Interestingly, this min-max relationship holds for a larger class of graphs known as König-

Egerváry graphs and it includes bipartite graphs as a proper subclass. König-Egerváry

graphs will henceforth be called König graphs. Our first result in this paper is an extension

of this classical result. That is, we address the following question:

When does a König graph have a minimum vertex cover equal to the size of a

maximum matching when we insist on forcing one of the two vertices of some of

the matching edges in the vertex cover solution?

We resolve this problem by obtaining a excluded-subgraph characterization for König graphs

satisfying this property. More precisely, let G be a König graph, M be a maximum matching

∗A preliminary version of this paper appeared in the proceedings of ESA 2011.
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of G and let X be a set of vertices containing exactly one vertex from some of the edges of

M . Then G has a minimum vertex cover of size |M | containing X if and only if it does not

contain “certain kind of M -augmenting paths and M -flowers.” These notions of augmenting

paths and flowers are the same as the one used in the classical maximum matching algorithm

of Edmonds [8] on general graphs.

Our algorithmic motivation for this excluded-subgraph characterization stems from ob-

taining a faster algorithm for a version of the Vertex Cover problem studied in param-

eterized complexity. For decision problems with input size n, and a parameter k, the goal

in parameterized complexity is to design an algorithm with runtime f(k)nO(1) where f is

a function of k alone, as contrasted with a trivial nk+O(1) algorithm. Such algorithms are

said to be fixed parameter tractable (FPT). We also call an algorithm with a runtime of

f(k)nO(1), as an FPT algorithm, and such a runtime as FPT runtime. The theory of pa-

rameterized complexity was developed by Downey and Fellows [7]. For recent developments,

see the book by Flum and Grohe [9]. The version of classical Vertex Cover that we are

interested in is following.

Above Guarantee Vertex Cover (agvc)

Input: (G = (V,E),M, k), where G is an undirected graph, M is a

maximum matching for G, k a positive integer
Parameter: k

Question: Does G have a subset S of size at most |M |+ k that covers

all the edges?

Prior to this work, the only known parameterized algorithm for agvc was using a parameter

preserving reduction to Almost 2-SAT. In Almost 2-SAT, we are given a 2-SAT formula φ,

a positive integer k and the objective is to check whether there exists at most k clauses whose

deletion from φ can make the resulting formula satisfiable. The Almost 2-SAT problem was

introduced in [15] and a decade later it was shown by Razgon and Barry O’Sullivan [21] to

have an O∗(15k) time algorithm, thereby proving fixed-parameter tractability of the problem

when k is the parameter. The Almost 2-SAT problem is turning out to be a fundamental

problem in the context of designing parameterized algorithms. This is evident from the fact

that there is a polynomial time parameter preserving reduction from problems like Odd

Cycle Transversal [11] and agvc [19] to it. An FPT algorithm for Almost 2-SAT led

to FPT algorithms for several problems, including agvc and König Vertex Deletion [19].

In recent times this has been used as a subroutine in obtaining a parameterized approximation

as well as an FPT algorithm for Multi-Cut [17, 18]. Our second motivation for studying

agvc is that it also implies a faster FPT algorithm for Almost 2-SAT. This is obtained

through a parameter preserving reduction from Almost 2-SAT to agvc and hence this also

shows that these two problems are equivalent.

The standard version of Vertex Cover, where we are interested in finding a vertex

cover of size at most k for the given parameter k was one of the earliest problems that was

shown to be FPT [7]. After a long race, the current best algorithm for Vertex Cover runs

in time O(1.2738k + kn) [2]. However, when k < m, the size of the maximum matching, the

standard version of Vertex Cover is not interesting, as the answer is trivially NO. And if

m is large (suppose, for example, the graph has a perfect matching), then for the cases the
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problem is interesting, the running time of the standard version is not practical, as k, in this

case, is quite large. This also motivates the study of agvc.

Our results and methodology. Many of the recent FPT algorithms, including the ones

for Almost 2-SAT [21], Directed Feedback Vertex Set [4], Multiway Cut [3], Mul-

ticut [18] are based on a combination of the method of iterative compression introduced

in [22] and graph separation. In the iterative compression method, we assume that a solution

of size k + 1 is part of the input, and attempt to compress it to a solution of size k. The

method adopted usually is to begin with a subgraph that trivially admits a (k + 1)−sized

solution and then expand it iteratively. The main ingredient of the graph separation part of

these algorithms is to find the right structures to eliminate, which in most of these cases are

certain kind of paths, and to be able to eliminate them in FPT time. Notions of “important

sets” and “important separators” have turned out to be very useful in these cases [3, 16, 18].

We follow the same paradigm here and using our excluded subgraph characterization find a

set of structures that we need to eliminate to solve agvc faster. More precisely, using our

graph theoretic results together with the algorithmic technique of iterative compression and

the notion of important separators, we develop an O∗(9k) algorithm for agvc. This improves

the runtime of the previous best algorithm that took O∗(15k) time. This in turn together

with known parameterized reductions implies faster algorithms (O∗(9k))2 for a number of

problems including Almost 2-SAT (both variable and clause variants) and König Vertex

Deletion.

Organization of the paper. In Section 3 we give a general outline of our algorithm and

describe the method of iterative compression applied to the agvc problem. In Section 4 we

show that the structures we need to eliminate in the case of the agvc problem are precisely

the augmenting paths and flowers seen in the classical maximum matching algorithm of

Edmonds [8] on general graphs. In Section 5, we then exploit the structure given by the

combinatorics of vertex covers and maximum matchings to obtain an FPT algorithm for

agvc that runs in time O∗(9k). Finally, in Section 5.3 we prove that Almost 2 SAT has an

O∗(9k) algorithm by giving a polynomial time parameter preserving reduction from agvc to

Almost 2 SAT. We conclude with some remarks and give a brief overview of the subsequent

research on these problems in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

Let G = (V,E) be a graph and D = (V,A) be a directed graph. We call the ordered

pair (u, v) ∈ A arc and the unordered pair (u, v) ∈ E edge. For a subset S of V , the

subgraph of G induced by S is denoted by G[S]. By NG(u) we denote (open) neighbor-

hood of u that is set of all vertices adjacent to u. Similarly, for a subset T ⊆ V , we

define NG(T ) = (∪v∈TNG(v)) \ T . Given a graph G = (V,E) and two disjoint vertex sub-

sets V1, V2 of V , we let (V1, V2) denote the bipartite graph with vertex set V1 ∪ V2 and

edge set {(u, v) : (u, v) ∈ E and u ∈ V1, v ∈ V2}. Given a graph G, we use µ(G) and β(G)

2Subsequent work on improved algorithms for Almost 2 SAT and related problems is summarized in the

last section.
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to denote, respectively, the size of a maximum matching and a minimum vertex cover. A

graph G = (V,E) is said to be König if β(G) = µ(G). If M is a matching and (u, v) ∈ M
then we say that u is the partner of v in M . If the matching being referred to is clear from

the context we simply say u is a partner of v. The vertices of G that are the endpoints of

edges in the matching M are said to be saturated by M and we denote the set of these ver-

tices by V (M); all other vertices are unsaturated by M . Given graph G = (V,E), and a (not

necessarily simple) path P = v1, . . . , vt, we define by Rev(P ) the path vt, vt−1, . . . , v1. Even

though it may not make sense to talk about the direction of a path in an undirected graph,

we will use this notation to simplify our presentation. We will call the number of edges in P

the length of P and represent it by |P |. Let P1 = v1, . . . , vt and P2 = vt, . . . , vx be two paths

which have only the vertex vt in common. We represent by P1 + P2 the concatenated path

v1, . . . , vt, vt+1, . . . , vx. We also need the following characterization of König graphs.

Lemma 1 (see, for example, [19]). A graph G = (V,E) is König if and only if there exists

a bipartition of V into V1 ]V2, with V1 a vertex cover of G such that there exists a matching

across the cut (V1, V2) saturating every vertex of V1.

Definition 1. Let Z be a finite set. A function f : 2Z → N is submodular if for all subsets

A and B of Z, f(A ∪B) + f(A ∩B) ≤ f(A) + f(B)

3 Outline of the Algorithm

We first make use of a known reduction that allows us to assume that the input graph has

a perfect matching. Given an instance (G = (V,E),M, k) of agvc, in polynomial time

we obtain an equivalent instance with a perfect matching using [19, Lemma 5]. That is,

if (G,M, k) is an instance of agvc and G is a graph without a perfect matching, then in

polynomial time we can obtain an instance (G′,M ′, k) such that G′ has a perfect matching

M ′ and (G,M, k) is a Yes instance of agvc if and only if (G′,M, k) is a Yes instance

of agvc. Because of this reduction, throughout this paper we assume that in our input

instance (G,M, k), the matching M is a perfect matching of G. We now describe the iterative

compression step, which is central to our algorithm, in detail.

Iterative Compression for agvc. Given an instance (G = (V,E),M, k) of agvc let

M = {m1, . . . ,mn/2} be a perfect matching for G where n = |V |. Define Mi = {m1, . . . ,mi},
mi = (ai, bi), and Gi = G[V (Mi)], 1 ≤ i ≤ n

2 . We iterate through the instances (Gi,Mi, k)

starting from i = k + 1 and for the ith instance, with the help of a known solution Si of size

at most |Mi| + k + 1 we try to find a solution Ŝi of size at most |Mi| + k. Formally, the

compression problem we address is as follows.

Above Guarantee Vertex Cover Compression (agvcc)

Input: (G = (V,E), S,M, k), where G is an undirected graph, M is

a perfect matching for G, S is a vertex cover of G of size at

most |M |+ k + 1, k a positive integer
Parameter: k

Question: Does G have a vertex cover Ŝ of size at most |M |+ k?
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We will reduce the agvc problem to n
2 − k instances of the agvcc problem as follows. Let

Ii = (Gi,Mi, Si, k) be the ith instance. Clearly, the set V (Mk+1) is a vertex cover of size

at most |Mk+1| + k + 1 for the instance Ik+1. It is also easy to see that if Ŝi−1 is a vertex

cover of size at most |Mi−1| + k for instance Ii−1, then the set Ŝi−1 ∪ V (mi) is a vertex

cover of size at most |Mi|+ k+ 1 for the instance Ii. We use these two observations to start

off the iteration with the instance (Gk+1,Mk+1, Sk+1 = V (Mk+1), k) and look for a vertex

cover of size at most |Mk+1| + k for this instance. If there is such a vertex cover Ŝk+1, we

set Sk+2 = Ŝk+1 ∪ V (mk+2) and ask for a vertex cover of size at most |Mk+2| + k for the

instance Ik+2 and so on. If, during any iteration, the corresponding instance does not have

a vertex cover of the required size, it implies that the original instance is also a No instance.

Finally the solution for the original input instance will be Ŝn
2
. Since there can be at most n

2

iterations, the total time taken is bounded by n
2 times the time required to solve the agvcc

problem.

Our algorithm for agvcc is as follows. Let the input instance be I = (G = (V,E), S,M, k).

Let M ′ be the edges in M which have both vertices in S. Note that |M ′| ≤ k + 1. Then,

G\V (M ′) is a König graph and by Lemma 1 has a partition (A,B) such that A is a minimum

vertex cover and there is a matching saturating A across the cut (A,B), which in this case is

M \M ′. We guess a subset Y ⊆M ′ with the intention of picking both vertices of these edges

in our solution. For the remaining edges of M ′, exactly one vertex from each edge will be

part of our eventual solution. For each edge of M ′ \Y , we guess the vertex which is not going

to be part of our eventual solution. Let the set of vertices guessed this way as not part of the

solution be T . Define L = A ∩NG(T ) and R = B ∩NG(T ). Clearly our guess forces L ∪ R
to be part of the solution. We have thus reduced this problem to checking if the instance

(G[V (M \M ′)], A,M \M ′, k − |M ′|) has a vertex cover of size at most |M \M ′|+ k − |M ′|
which contains L and R. We formally define this annotated variant as follows.

Annotated Above Guarantee Vertex Cover (a-agvc)

Input: (G = (A,B,E),M,L,R, k), where G is an undirected König

graph, (A,B) is a partition of the vertex set of G, A is a

minimum vertex cover for G, M is a perfect matching for G

saturating A and B, L ⊆ A and R ⊆ B, k a positive integer
Parameter: k

Question: Does G have a vertex cover of size at most |M |+k such that

it contains L ∪R?

Our main result is the following Lemma.

Lemma 2. a-agvc can be solved in O∗(4k) time.

Given Lemma 2 the running time of our algorithm for agvcc is bounded as follows. For

every 0 ≤ i ≤ k, for every i sized subset Y , for every guess of T , we run the algorithm for

a-agvc with parameter k − i. For each i, there are
(
k+1
i

)
subsets of M ′ of size i, and for

every choice of Y of size i, there are 2k+1−i choices for T and for every choice of T , running

the algorithm for a-agvc given by Lemma 2 takes time O∗(4k−i). Hence, the running time

of our algorithm for agvcc is bounded by O∗(Σk
i=0

(
k+1
i

)
2k+1−i4k−i) = O∗(9k) and hence our

algorithm for agvc runs in time O∗(9k). Thus we have the following Theorem.
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Theorem 1. agvc can be solved in O∗(9k) time.

Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to proving Lemma 2.

4 König Graphs with Extendable Vertex Covers

In this section, we obtain a characterization of those König graphs, in which, a given subset

of vertices can be extended to a minimum vertex cover. Recall that whenever we say a

minimum vertex cover of a König graph, we mean a vertex cover that has size equal to the

size of a maximum matching. We start off with a couple of definitions.

Definition 2. Given a graph G = (V,E) and a matching M , we call a path P = v1, . . . , vt in

the graph, an M−alternating path if the edge (v1, v2) ∈ M , every subsequent alternate edge

is in M and no other edge of P is in M . An odd length M−alternating path is called an odd

M−path and an even length M−alternating path is called an even M−path.

A simple and useful observation to the above definition is the following.

Observation 1. In odd M−paths, the last edge of the path is a matched edge, while in even

M−paths, the last edge is not a matching edge.

Note that, by our definition, a single matching edge is an odd M− path. In addition, we

consider a path consisting of a single vertex to be an even M− path by convention. Let

P = v1, . . . , vt be an odd (similarly even) M−path and let Q1, Q2 ⊆ V (G) such that v1 ∈ Q1

and vt ∈ Q2. Then, we say that P is an odd (similarly even) M−path from Q1 to Q2.

Definition 3. Given a graph G and a matching M , we define an M−flower as a walk

W = v1, . . . , vb, vb+1 . . . vt−1, vt with the following properties.

• The vertex vt = vb and all other vertices of W are distinct.

• The subpaths P1 = v1, . . . , vb and P2 = v1, . . . , vt−1 are odd M−paths from v1 to vb and

v1 to vt−1 respectively.

• The odd cycle C = vb, vb + 1, . . . , vt, which has length t− b and contains exactly b t−b2 c
edges from M is called the blossom.

• The odd M−path P1 is called the stem of the flower, the vertex vb is called the base

and v1 is called the root (see Fig. 1).

Given a set X ⊆ V (G), we say that G has an X M−flower if there is a M−flower in G

such that the root is in X. The odd M−path vb+1, vb+2, . . . , vt−1 is called a blossom M−path

from vb+1 to vt−1. Blossom M− paths are defined only between the two neighbors of the base

which lie in the blossom.

The following consequences follow from the above definitions.

Lemma 3. Let (G = (A,B,E),M,L,R, k) be an instance of a-agvc.

(a) There cannot be an odd M−path from A to A.
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Figure 1: Illustrations of the two types of M−alternating paths and an M−flower. The

non matching edges are represented by the dashed lines. (a) An odd M−path v1, v2, v3, v4.

(b) An even M−path v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6, v7. (c) An M−flower with root v1, base v4, stem

v1, v2, v3, v4, blossom v4, v5, v6, v7, v8, v4, and a blossom path v5, v6, v7, v8.

(b) Any odd M−path from B to B has to contain exactly one edge between two vertices in

A.

(c) There cannot be an R M−flower with its base in B.

(d) Let P be an R M−flower with base v and let the neighbors of v in the blossom be u1 and

u2. Then, u1 ∈ B or u2 ∈ B.

(e) Let P = v1, . . . , vt be an odd M−path in G and suppose S is a minimum vertex cover of

G. If v1 ∈ S, then vt /∈ S.

(f) Let P = v1, . . . , vt be an odd M−path from B to B. Then there is an edge (u, v) such

that u, v ∈ A and there is an odd M−path P1 from v1 to u and an odd M−path P2 from

vt to v and P1 and P2 are subpaths of P .

(g) Consider a vertex v and an even M−path P from some vertex u to v. Then P does not

contain the matching partner of v.

Proof. (a) Any odd M−path from A to A will be an odd length path from A to A in the

bipartite graph Gbip obtained by making A independent, which is not possible.

(b) Any odd M− path P = v1, . . . , vt from B to B which does not contain an edge between

two vertices in A, is a path from B to B in the bipartite graph Gbip. But an odd

M−path is by definition an odd length path and such a path cannot exist between two

vertices of the same partition in a bipartite graph. Hence it has to use at least one edge

between two vertices of A. Now, suppose there are two such edges e1 = (vi, vi+1) and

e2 = (vj , vj+1) in P and assume without loss of generality that i+1 < j. Then, the edges

(vi+1, vi+2), (vj−1, vj) must be in M . They cannot be the same edge since that would

mean a matching edge between vertices of A. But now, the subpath vi+1, vi+2, . . . , vj an

A to A odd M−path, which is not possible by (a).

(c) Consider an R M−flower and let b ∈ B be the base. Let u1 and u2 be the neighbors of b

in the blossom. Since B is independent, u1, u2 ∈ A. But, by the definition of flowers, the

blossom M−path between u1 and u2 is an odd M−path, which is not possible by (a).

(d) Suppose u1, u2 ∈ A. Then the blossom path from u1 to u2 is an odd M−path from A to

A which contradicts (a).
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(e) Note that since S is a minimum vertex cover for the König graph G, S must contain

exactly one end point of each matched edge in M . We prove by induction on t that

if v1 ∈ S, then vt /∈ S. In the base case, t = 2. Our claim is clearly true. So, let

t > 2. Our induction hypothesis assumes that our claim is true ∀t′ < t. Consider the

path v1, . . . , vt−2. It is clearly an odd M−path. By induction hypothesis, v1 ∈ S implies

vt−2 /∈ S. Since S is a vertex cover, vt−1 ∈ S in order to cover the edge (vt−2, vt−1).

Now, for S to be a minimum vertex cover, it can contain exactly one vertex from the

edge (vt−1, vt) since this edge is a matched edge. Hence, vt /∈ S and we have proved our

claim.

(f) Let P = v1, . . . , vt be an odd M−path from B to B. Let vi and vi+1 be the vertices

occuring in P such that vi, vi+1 ∈ A given by (b). Let P1 be the subpath of P from v1
to vi and let P2 be the subpath of P from vi+1 to vt. We claim that P1 and P2 are both

M−alternating paths. Note that vi, vi+1 ∈ A implies that (vi, vi+1) /∈M . Since P is an

M−alternating path, the edges e1 = (vi−1, vi) and e2 = (vi+1, vi+2) are in M . There P1

is an M−alternating path ending in a matching edge, which is precisely the definition of

an odd M−path. The same is the case for P2.

(g) Without loss of generality assume that v = ai for some i. The case where v = bj for

some j is symmetrical. Suppose P contains bi. Since ai is the last vertex, and one of the

two edges of P incident on bi is a matched edge, bi has to occur immediately before ai,

resulting in the last edge of P being a matched edge. But this contradicts our assumption

that P is an even M−path.

Using the above observations, we prove the following characterization.

Lemma 4. Given an instance (G = (A,B,E),M,L,R, k) of a-agvc, G has a minimum

vertex cover S such that L∪R ⊆ S if and only if there is neither an odd M−path from L∪R
to L ∪R, nor an R M−flower.

Proof. (⇒) Suppose G has a minimum vertex cover S containing L and R. Recall that

M = {m1, . . . ,mn/2} where mi = (ai, bi). Suppose that G has an odd M−path P = v1, . . . , vt
where v1, vt ∈ L ∪ R ⊆ S. By Lemma 3(e), it cannot be the case that v1, vt ∈ S, a

contradiction.

Now, suppose that G has an R M−flower W = v1, . . . , vb, . . . , vt−1, vb where v1 ∈ R ⊆ S.

By the definition of flowers, the subpath v1, . . . , vb is an odd M−path and by Lemma 3(e)

vb /∈ S. This implies that vb+1, vt−1 ∈ S. But, by applying Lemma 3(e) on the blossom

M−path between vb+1 and vt−1, at most one of vb+1 and vt−1 can be in S, a contradiction.

(⇐) Suppose G has no odd M−paths from L ∪ R to L ∪ R and no R M−flowers. We

define a set S1 as follows. S1 contains R and all those vertices to which there is an even

M−path from R. We then take those matching edges mi = (ai, bi) from which neither end

point has yet been picked in S1 and add the vertex ai from each such mi into S1 and call

this new set S. Formally,

S1 = R ∪ {v| there is an even M−path from R to v}.
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S = S1 ∪ {ai|V (mi) ∩ S1 = φ}.

We claim that S is a minimum vertex cover of G, containing L∪R. First, we prove that

S contains L ∪ R. By definition, S contains R. Suppose there is a vertex ai in L which is

not in S. By the way we defined S, bi ∈ S1 or bi ∈ R and hence there is an even M−path P

from R to bi. By Lemma 3(g) P does not contain ai. Now P + (bi, ai) is an odd M−path

from R to L, which is not possible by our assumption. Hence, L ∪R ⊆ S.

We now prove that S is indeed a vertex cover. Suppose it is not. Then, let e = (ai, bj)

be an uncovered edge. Note that by the way we defined S, e cannot be a matching edge

because if S1 picked neither endpoint of a matching edge, we will have added the vertex of

that edge lying in A, into S. Since ai /∈ S, it must be the case that bi ∈ S1. Hence there

is an even M−path P = v1, . . . , vt from R to bi where vt = bi. By Lemma 3(g) P does not

contain ai. First, we assume that P does not contain bj . In this case, P + (bi, ai) + (ai, bj) is

an even M−path from R to bj which implies that bj ∈ S1 ⊆ S, contradicting our assumption

that e was uncovered. Hence, we can assume that P contains bj . Since one of the edges of

P incident on bj is a matched edge, aj occurs just before or just after bj in P . If aj occurs

just after bj , then the subpath of P from v1 to bj is an even M−path, in which case bj would

have been added to S1, thus covering the edge e. Hence, aj must occur just before bj in P .

Let P ′ be the subpath of P from v1 to bj . Now, P ′ + (bj , ai) is an even M−path from R to

ai, in which case we would have added ai to S1, thus covering e. We have thus established

that S is indeed a vertex cover of G.

We now prove that S is a minimum vertex cover of G. In particular we will prove that S

contains exactly one vertex from every edge of M . Since we have already shown that S is a

vertex cover, it contains at least one vertex from every matching edge. Therefore it is enough

for us to prove that S does not pick both the end points of any matching edge. Suppose

there is a matching edge mj such that both aj and bj are in S. Then it must be the case that

both aj and bj are in S1 as well. This could only be possible if there were even M−paths

P1 = x1, . . . , xs and P2 = y1, . . . , yt from R to aj and bj respectively. For each matching

edge mj such that S contains both end points, let P j1 and P j2 be the even M−paths of least

length from R to aj and bj respectively. Among all such matching edges, let mi be one which

minimizes |P i1| + |P i2|. In the rest of the proof of this Lemma, we will refer to the paths P i1
and P i2 as P1 and P2. By Lemma 3(g) P1 does not contain bi and P2 does not contain ai.

We now consider the following two cases.

1. If P1 and P2 do not intersect at all, then P1 + (aj , bj) +Rev(P2) is an odd M−path from

R to R, which is not possible by our assumption.

2. Suppose P1 and P2 do intersect and let yq+1 = xp be the last vertex along P2 which is

also present in P1 (see Fig. 2). If the edge (yq+1, yq+2) is also contained in P1, then it

contradicts our choice of yq+1. Hence the edge (yq+1, yq+2) cannot be contained in P1.

(i) Assume that the edge (yq, yq+1) is not in P1 or in other words the edges (yq, yq+1),

(yq+1, yq+2), (xp−1, xp) and (xp, xp+1) are distinct. Note that since P1 and P2 are

both M−alternating paths, exactly two of these four distinct edges must be in M .

But this would imply that there are two distinct matching edges incident on yq+1

which is not possible.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the sub cases (i), (ii) and (iii) of case 2 of Lemma 4 with P1 being

the path with dashes and P2 the one without. (a) Case where P1 and P2 do not share an

edge adjacent to yq+1. (b) Case where xp = yq+1 and xp+1 = yq. (c) Case where xp = yq
and xp+1 = yq+1.

(ii) Suppose that P1 and P2 share the edge e = (yq, yq+1) = (xp, xp+1) and xp = yq+1

and xp+1 = yq. Note that since bi cannot occur in P1 and ai cannot occur in P2,

e 6= mi. If e /∈ M , then (xp−1, xp), (yq+1, yq+2) ∈ M , which is not possible unless

they are the same edge. But this contradicts our choice of yq+1 as the last vertex

along P2 which is present in P1. Hence we can assume that e ∈ M . Let P ′1 be the

subpath of P1 from x1 to xp, and let P ′2 be the subpath of P2 from y1 to yq. Since

e ∈ M , neither (xp−1, xp) nor (yq−1, yq) is in M which implies that both P ′1 and P ′2
are even M−paths from R to xp and yq respectively. Since P1 and P2 contain at least

one more edge than P ′1 and P ′2 respectively |P ′1| + |P ′2| < |P1| + |P2|, contradicting

our choice of mi.

(iii) Suppose that P1 and P2 share the edge e = (yq, yq+1) = (xp, xp+1) and xp = yq
and xp+1 = yq+1. If e /∈ M it forces the edges (xp+1, xp+2) and (yq+1, yq+2) to be

matching edges, which is possible only if they are the same edge. But this would

contradict our choice of yq+1. Hence, we assume that e ∈ M . Now we have an

R M−flower with stem y1, . . . , yq+1, base yq+1 and blossom yq+1, . . . , bi + (bi, ai) +

ai, xs−1, . . . , xp+1. But by our assumption, R flowers do not exist.

This concludes the proof that S is a minimum vertex cover of G containing L ∪R.

We now prove the following simple lemma which handles the base case of the algorithm.

Lemma 5. Given an instance (G = (A,B,E),M,L,R, k) of a-agvc, if G has a minimum

vertex cover containing L ∪ R, then one such minimum vertex cover can be computed in

polynomial time.

Proof. Since L∪R is to be a part of the minimum vertex cover, the partner of any vertex in

L ∪R cannot be in the vertex cover. Consider the graph obtained by removing the vertices

of L ∪ R and their partners from G. It is easy to see that this graph is also a König graph

and it is sufficient for us to find a minimum vertex cover of this graph and take these vertices

along with the vertices of L ∪ R to get a minimum vertex cover of G. Finding a minimum

vertex cover of a König graph can be done in polynomial time [10] and hence we can compute

a minimum vertex cover of G containing L ∪R in polynomial time.
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5 Important Separators and the Algorithm

In this Section we use Lemma 4 to model the a-agvc problem as a problem of eliminating

certain structures in the graph and develop an efficient algorithm for the problem. The overall

idea of our algorithm is that we use important separators (defined below) to eliminate odd

M−paths from L∪R to L∪R and when no such path exists, we find an edge and recursively

try to solve the problem by including one of the end-points in our potential vertex cover. A

well chosen measure allows us to capture this progress and finally lead to the faster algorithm.

5.1 Important Separators in Directed Graphs

The notion of important separators was formally introduced in [16]. Here we extend these

definitions to directed graphs in a very natural way. Given a directed graph D = (V,A),

consider a set X ⊆ V . We denote by δ+G(X), the set of arcs going out of X in D and we

define a function f : 2V → N where f(X) = |δ+G(X)|. It is easy to verify that the function f

is submodular.

Let X,Y ⊂ V be two disjoint vertex sets. A set S ⊆ A is called an X − Y separator or

an arc separator if no vertex in Y is reachable from any vertex in X in D \ S. We call S a

minimal separator if no proper subset of S is an X − Y separator and denote by KX,S the

set of vertices reachable from X in the graph D \ S. We drop the explicit reference to X if

it is clear from the context and just call this set KS . We let λD(X,Y ) denote the size of the

smallest X − Y separator in D. We drop the subscript D when it is clear from the context.

Definition 4. Let X,Y ⊂ V be two disjoint vertex sets of D and let S, S1 ⊆ V be two X−Y
separators. We say that S1 dominates S with respect to X if |S1| ≤ |S| and KX,S ⊂ KX,S1.

We drop the explicit reference to X if it is clear from the context. We call S an important

X − Y separator if it is minimal and there is no X − Y separator that dominates S with

respect to X.

Note that, if Y is not reachable from X in D, then the empty set is a trivial important X−Y
separator. We make the following observations about important separators, which we will

use later in the algorithm.

Lemma 6. Let D = (V,A) be a directed graph where |V | = n, X,Y ⊂ V be two disjoint

vertex sets and S be an important X − Y separator.

1. For every e = (u, v) ∈ S, S \{e} is an important X−Y separator in the graph D \{e}.

2. If S is an X ′ − Y arc separator for some X ′ ⊃ X such that X ′ is reachable from X in

D[X ′] where D[X ′] is the subgraph of D induced on the vertices of X ′, then S is also

an important X ′ − Y separator.

3. There is a unique important X − Y separator S∗ of size λ(X,Y ) and it can be found

in polynomial time. Furthermore, KS∗ ⊆ KS.

Proof. 1. Since we are not adding any arcs, S1 = S \{e} is an X−Y separator in D \{e}.
Suppose S1 is not an important X−Y separator, then there exists an X−Y separator

S2 such that |S2| ≤ |S1| and KS2 ⊃ KS1 . But then, S2 ∪ {e} is an X − Y separator in
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G such that |S2 ∪ {e}| ≤ |S| and KS2∪{e} ⊃ KS contradicting our assumption that S

was an important X − Y separator in G.

2. Observe that it is sufficient for us to prove that anyX ′−Y separator S1 which dominates

S with respect to X ′ also dominates S with respect to X. Consider an X ′ − Y vertex

separator S1 dominating S with respect to X ′. We have that KX′,S ⊂ KX′,S1 . Since

X ′ is reachable from X in D[X ′] every vertex reachable from X ′ is also reachable from

X in the graphs D \ S and D \ S1. The only other vertices reachable from X in both

these graphs are the precisely the vertices of X ′ and hence KX,S ⊂ KX,S1 and hence

S1 dominates S with respect to X.

3. Suppose there are two distinct important separators S1 and S2 of size λ(X,Y ). By the

submodularity of f we have that f(KS1)+f(KS2) ≥ f(KS1∪KS2)+f(KS1∩KS2). But

f(KS1) = f(KS2) = λ(X,Y ). Observe that δ+(KS1 ∩KS2) is also an X − Y separator

and hence f(KS1 ∩KS2) ≥ λ(X,Y ). This implies that f(KS1 ∪KS2) ≤ λ(X,Y ) which

cannot happen unless S1 = S2.

We can find the unique important separator of size λ(X,Y ) as follows. First we find a

minimum size X − Y separator S which can be done in polynomial time by standard

network flow techniques [1]. We then test if there is an arc e = (u, v) ∈ S and an

X − Y separator of size at most |S| which does not contain any arc in D[Ks ∪ {e}].
This can be done as follows. For each arc e = (u, v) ∈ S, set X ′ = KS∗ ∪ {v} and

find a minimum size X ′ − Y separator S′ in D. We know by Lemma 6(2) that S′ is

also an X − Y separator. If size of any such S′ is at most that of S then S is not

important since KS′ ⊃ KS . We can repeat the test with the new separator as S and

verify that it is either important or if not get another separator S′ such that |S′| ≤ |S|
and KS′ ⊃ KS . We can repeat this as many times as necessary to find an important

X−Y separator of size λ(X,Y ). We will perform at most n repetitions of each test and

the time required for a single test is clearly polynomial in n. Hence we can compute

the smallest important separator in polynomial time.

Finally, we show that KS∗ is contained in KS . Suppose that KS∗ \KS 6= φ. By the

submodularity of f we have that f(KS∗) + f(KS) ≥ f(KS∗ ∪ KS) + f(KS∗ ∩ KS).

But f(KS∗) = λ(X,Y ) and f(KS∗ ∩ KS) ≥ λ(X,Y ). This implies that f(KS) ≥
f(KS∗ ∪KS) which contradicts that S was an important separator.

5.2 The Algorithm

Note that, given an instance (G = (A,B,E),M,L,R, k) of a-agvc, in order to find a

minimum vertex cover containing L ∪R, it is sufficient to find the set M ′ of matched edges

which have both end points in this minimum vertex cover. This follows from the fact that

the graph G\V (M ′) is König and has a minimum vertex cover that contains (L∪R)\V (M ′).

Thus, by Lemma 5, a minimum vertex cover of G \ V (M ′) containing (L ∪ R) \ V (M ′) can

be computed in polynomial time. Hence, in the rest of the paper whenever we talk about a

solution S for an instance of a-agvc, we will mean the set of edges of M which have both

endpoints in the vertex cover. Given an instance of a-agvc we define a directed graph D(G)
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corresponding to this instance as follows. Remove all the edges in G[A], orient all the edges

of M from A to B and all the other edges from B to A. An immediate observation to this

is the following.

Observation 2. There is a path from L to R in D(G) if and only if there is an odd M−path

from L to R in G

Even though the edges of D(G) are directed (and henceforth will be called arcs), they come

from G and have a fixed direction. Hence we will occasionally use the same set of arcs/edges

in both the undirected and directed sense. For example we may say that a set S of edges of

G is both a solution for the corresponding instance (undirected) and an arc separator in the

graph D(G) (directed). The next Lemma characterizes the L − R separators in D(G) and

the lemma following it gives an upper bound on the number of such separators.

Lemma 7. Given an instance (G = (A,B,E),M,L,R, k), any important L − R separator

in D(G) comprises precisely arcs corresponding to some subset of M .

Proof. Let X be an important L−R separator in D(G). Suppose there is an arc e = (bj , ai) ∈
X such that e /∈M . The minimality of X implies that bj and ai are reachable from L in D(G)

but only bj is reachable from L in D(G) \X. Now, consider the set X ′ = (X \ e) ∪ (ai, bi).

Clearly |X ′| ≤ |X|. Now, X ′ is also a minimal L − R separator in D(G) since any L − R
path passing through the arc e also passes through the arc (ai, bi). Now, ai is reachable from

L in D(G) \X ′ and all vertices reachable from L in D(G) \X are also reachable from L in

D(G) \ X ′. Hence the set of vertices reachable from L in D(G) \ X ′ is a strict superset of

the set of vertices reachable from L in D(G) \X. This contradicts our assumption that X

was an important L−R separator.

Lemma 8. Let (G = (A,B,E),M,L,R, k) be an instance of a-agvc and let D = D(G) =

(V,A) be defined as above. Then the number of important L − R separators of size at most

k in the graph D is bounded by 4k and these can be enumerated in time O∗(4k).

Proof. Given D,L,R, k ≥ 0 we define a measure µa(D,L,R, k) = 2k − λD(L,R). We prove

by induction on µa(D,L,R,K) that there are at most 2µa(D,L,R,k) important L−R separators

of size at most k. For the base case, if 2k − λD(L,R) < k then λD(L,R) > k and hence the

number of important L−R separators of size at most k is 0. If λD(L,R) = 0, it means that

there is no path from L to R and hence the empty set alone is the important L−R separator.

Consider D,L,R, k ≥ 0 such that µa = µa(D,L,R, k) ≥ k, λD(L,R) > 0 and assume that

the statement of the Lemma holds for all D′, L′, R′, k′ where µa(D
′, L′, R′, k′) < µa.

By Lemma 6(3) there is a unique important L−R separator S∗ of size λD(L,R). Since

we have assumed λD(L,R) to be positive, S∗ is non empty. Consider an arc e = (u, v) ∈ S∗.
By Lemma 7, there is some i such that u = ai and v = bi. Any important L− R separator

S either contains e or does not contain e. For any important L − R separator S which

contains e, S \ {e} is an important L − R separator in D \ {e} by Lemma 6(1). Hence the

number of important L − R separators of size at most k in D which contain e, is at most

the number of important L − R separators of size at most k − 1 in D \ {e}. Observe that

λD\{e}(L,R) = λD(L,R) − 1 which implies that µa(D \ {e}, L,R, k − 1) < µa and by the

induction hypothesis, the number of important X − Y separators of size at most k − 1 in
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D \ {e} is bounded by 2µa−1 which is also a bound on the number of important L − R arc

separators of size at most k in D which contain e.

Now let S be an important L − R separator of size at most k which does not contain

e. By Lemma 6(3) we know that KS ⊇ KS∗ and by the minimality of S∗, ai ∈ KS∗ and

since KS ⊇ KS∗ , ai is in KS . But e /∈ S, which implies that bi is in KS which implies that

KS ⊇ KS∗ ∪ {bi}. But by Lemma 7, no other edge incident on bi can be in S. Hence the

vertices in δ+(bi) are also reachable from L in D \ S. We now set X = KS∗ ∪ δ+(bi) and

by Lemma 6(2) we know that S is also an important X −R separator. We set L′ = A ∩X.

Since there cannot be paths from R to R in D(G), any X − R separator is also an L′ − R
separator. Thus a bound on the number of important L′ − R separators of size at most k

is also a bound on the number of important L − R separators of size at most k which do

not contain the arc e. First note that λD(L′, R) > λD(L,R) since otherwise we would have

an L − R separator S′ of size at most S∗ such that KS′ ⊃ KS∗ . Now, µa(D,L
′, R, k) < µa

and by induction hypothesis, the number of important L′−R separators of size at most k is

bounded by 2µa−1.

Summing up the upper bounds in both cases we get that the number of important L−R
separators of size at most k is bounded by 2.2µa−1 = 2µa ≤ 22k.

The algorithm for enumerating the important X − Y separators follows from the above

proof. The algorithm first computes the unique smallest important L−R separator S∗ using

the algorithm described in Lemma 6(3), selects an arc e ∈ S∗ and recursively enumerates

all important L−R separators which contain e and those which do not. It follows from the

above proof that this algorithm runs in time O∗(4k).

Lemma 9. If (G = (A,B,E),M,L,R, k) is a Yes instance of a-agvc, then it has a solution

Ŝ which contains an important L−R separator in D(G).

Proof. Let S be a solution for the given instance and let SLR be a minimal subset of S such

that in the graph G\V (SLR), there is no odd (M \SLR)−path from L\V (SLR) to R\V (SLR).

Let K be the set of vertices reachable from L in D(G) \ SLR. If SLR is an important L−R
separator, we are done by setting Ŝ = S. Suppose that is not the case. Then, there is an

important L−R separator S′LR such that |S′LR| ≤ |SLR| and K ′ ⊃ K where K ′ is the set of

vertices reachable from L in D(G) \ S′LR. Consider the set Ŝ = (S \ SLR) ∪ S′LR. Clearly,

|Ŝ| ≤ |S| and Ŝ== contains an important (L,R) separator in D(G). It remains to prove

that Ŝ ⊆M and that Ŝ is indeed a solution to the given instance.

We have proved that S′LR ⊆ M (Lemma 7) and hence Ŝ ⊆ M . Now, suppose Ŝ is not

a solution for this instance. Then Ĝ = G \ V (Ŝ) is a König graph that does not have a

minimum vertex cover that contains (L ∪ R) \ V (Ŝ). Thus by Lemma 4, there is either an

odd M−path from L ∪ R to L ∪ R or an R M−flower in Ĝ. Since Ŝ is an L− R separator

in D(G), Ĝ does not have odd M−paths from L to R. Hence the only possible obstructions

are an M -path from R to R or an R M−flower. Note that either of these structures must

use an edge in S′′ = SLR \ S′LR. We now consider both these cases separately.

1. Suppose there is an odd M−path P = v1, . . . , vt from R to R in Ĝ. Let e = (vi, vi+1) be

an edge of S′′ on the path P . Since S′′ ⊆ S ⊆ M , e is a matching edge. If vi ∈ B and

vi+1 ∈ A, we will consider the path Rev(P ). Hence, without loss of generality assume

that that vi ∈ A and vi+1 ∈ B. Hence, vi ∈ K and vi+1 /∈ K.
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Figure 3: Cases of Lemma 9. (a) Sub case of case 1 where P ′ intersects P1 and (uj , uj+1) =

(vl, vl−1). (b) Sub case of 1 where P ′ intersects P1 and (uj , uj+1) = (vl, vl+1) (c) Sub case of

2 where e is part of the blossom, P ′ intersects P1 and (uj , uj+1) = (vl, vl−1) (d) Sub case of

2 where e is part of the blossom, P ′ intersects P1 and (uj , uj+1) = (vl, vl+1)

Let P1 be the subpath of P from v1 to vi and let P2 be the subpath of P from vi+1 to vt.

Let P ′ = u1, . . . , up be an M−alternating path from L to vi which lies entirely inside K.

We know that such a path exists by the minimality of SLR. If P ′ does not intersect P1 or

P2, then P ′ + (vi, vi+1) + P2 is an odd M−path from L to R in Ĝ, which is not possible.

Suppose that P ′ intersects P1 or P2 and let uj = vl be the first vertex of P ′ which is

present in P1 or P2. Please refer to Figure 3 for an illustration of this case. We know

that it cannot be the case that these two paths share a vertex but share no edge adjacent

to this vertex since that would imply two distinct matching edges incident on the same

vertex. We also know that the shared edge cannot lie before uj in P ′ since it contradicts

our choice of uj . Hence we know that the edge (uj , uj+1) is the same as (vl, vl−1) or

(vl, vl+1) and is a matching edge. In the former case, the path u1, . . . , uj , vl−1, vl−2, . . . , v1
is an odd M−path from L to R in Ĝ and in the latter case, the path u1, . . . , uj , vl+1, . . . , vt
is an odd M−path from L to R in Ĝ, neither of which is possible.

2. We refer to Figure 3 for an illustration of this case. Suppose there is an R M−flower

W = v1, . . . , vb, . . . , vt−1, vb in Ĝ. Let e = (vi, vi+1) be an edge of S′′ on the walk W . We

first assume that e is part of the stem of W . Suppose vi ∈ A and vi+1 ∈ B. Since B is an

independent set we have that vb ∈ B which contradicts Lemma 3(c). Hence we assume

that vi ∈ B and vi+1 ∈ A which implies that vi+1 ∈ K and vi /∈ K. Let P ′ = u1, . . . , up
be an M−alternating path from L to vi+1 which lies entirely inside K. The minimality of

SLR guarantees us such a path. Let P1 be the path v1, . . . , vi. If P ′ does not intersect P1,

then P ′+(vi+1, vi)+Rev(P1) is an odd M−path from L to R which is not possible. Hence

assume that P ′ does intersect P1 and let uj be the first vertex of P ′ which is present in P1

and let uj = vl. We know that it cannot be the case that these two paths share a vertex

but share no edge adjacent to this vertex since that would imply two distinct matching
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edges incident on the same vertex. We also know that the shared edge cannot lie before

uj in P ′ since it contradicts our choice of uj . Hence we know that the edge (uj , uj+1) is

the same as (vl, vl−1) or (vl, vl+1) and is a matching edge. In the former case, the path

u1, . . . , uj , vl−1, vl−2, . . . , v1 is an odd M−path from L to R in Ĝ and in the later case the

path u1, . . . , uj , vl+1, . . . , vi + (vi, vi+1) is an odd M−path from A to A neither of which

is possible, the first because Ĝ does not have any odd M−paths from L to R and the

second by Lemma 3(a).

We now assume that e is part of the blossom of W . Without loss of generality assume

that that vi ∈ A and vi+1 ∈ B. Hence, vi ∈ K and vi+1 /∈ K.

Let P ′ = u1, . . . , up be an M−alternating path from L to vi which lies entirely inside K.

We know that such a path exists by the minimality of SLR. Let P1 = vi+1, . . . , vt−1, vb, vb−1, . . . , v1.

If P ′ does not intersect P1 then P ′ + (vi, vi+1) + P1 is an odd M−path from L to R in

Ĝ, which is not possible. Suppose that P ′ intersects P1 and let uj = vl be the first

vertex of P ′ which is present in P1. Then we know that the edge (uj , uj+1) is the

same as (vl, vl−1) or (vl, vl+1) and is a matching edge. In the former case, the path

u1, . . . , uj , vl−1, vl−2, . . . , v1 is an odd M−path from L to R in Ĝ and in the latter case,

the path u1, . . . , uj , vl+1, . . . , vt, vb−1, . . . , v1 is an odd M−path from L to R in Ĝ, neither

of which is possible.

This concludes the proof.

The next lemma is used to handle the case when the instance does not have odd M−paths

from L to R.

Lemma 10. Let (G = (A,B,E),M,L,R, k) be an instance of a-agvc such that there are

no odd M−paths from L to R in G. If there is either an odd M−path P from R to R or

an R M−flower P, then there is an edge (u, v) such that u, v ∈ A \ L and there is an odd

M−path from u to R and an odd M−path from v to R. Moreover, this edge can be found in

polynomial time.

Proof. Suppose P = v1, . . . , vt is an R to R odd M−path. Since v1, vt ∈ R, v1, vt ∈ B and

by Lemma 3(f) there is an edge (u, v) such that u, v ∈ A and there are odd M−paths from

u and v to v1 and vt respectively, which are odd M−paths from u and v to R.

Suppose P is an R M−flower with root v1 ∈ R and base b. Let u1 and u2 be the neighbors

of b in the blossom. We know by Lemma 3(c) that b ∈ A and by Lemma 3(d) that at least one

of u1 and u2 is in B. We first assume that u1, u2 ∈ B. Applying Lemma 3(f) on the blossom

M− path from u1 to u2 (see Fig. 4) we know that there is an edge (u, v) such that u, v ∈ A
and there are odd M−paths P1 and P2 from u1 to u and u2 to v respectively which lie inside

the blossom M−path. Since P1 and P2 lie entirely within this blossom M−path, they do

not intersect the stem of the flower. We also know by the definition of flowers that there are

even M−paths P3 and P4 from the root to u1 and u2 respectively. Hence, Rev(P1 +P3) and

Rev(P2 + P4) are odd M−paths from u and v respectively to R.

Now, we assume that exactly one of u1 and u2, say u1 is in A. Then, we claim that there

is an odd M−path from u1 to R and one from b to R. By the very definition of flower, there

is an odd M−path P from the root to the base, and hence Rev(P ) is an odd M−path from

b to R. Let P ′ be the blossom M−path from u1 to u2. Observe that P ′ + ((u2, b) +Rev(P )
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Figure 4: An illustration of the two sub cases for the flower in Lemma 10. (a) u1, u2 ∈ B.

(b) u1 ∈ A, u2 ∈ B.

is indeed an odd M−path from u1 to R. In both these cases, we have found an edge (u, v)

such that u, v ∈ A and there are odd M−paths from both these vertices to R. But then,

u, v ∈ A \ L since we have assumed that there are no L to R odd M−paths.

To find either an R to R odd M−path or an R M−flower, we proceed by constructing

|R| alternating trees, one for each vertex of R as follows. We label all the vertices of R as

even, and keep all the other vertices unlabelled at this point. We repeat the following until

either we find an R to R odd M−path or an R M−flower or all the vertices are labelled.

For each even vertex v, label it’s matching partner u odd and make u a child of v. Now, for

each odd vertex u, consider one by one, the edges adjacent to u. The following are the cases

which can occur.

1. If there is an edge (u,w) such that w is unlabelled, we label w even and make it a child

of u. We then label the matching partner of w odd and make it a child of w.

2. If there is an edge (u,w) such that w is labelled odd and w belongs to another alter-

nating tree, it clearly implies the existence of an odd M−path from R to R and the

algorithm returns this path.

3. If there is an edge (u,w) such that w is labelled odd and w belongs to the same

alternating tree, it clearly implies the existence of an R M−flower and the algorithm

returns this path.

4. If there is an edge (u,w) such that w is labelled even, then do nothing.

Finally, if all the vertices are labelled, the algorithm returns that there is no R to R odd

M−path or an R M−flower. It is clear that this algorithm runs in polynomial time and

finds an odd M−path from R or R or an R M−flower if either of these structures exist in

the graph.
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Input : An instance (G,M,L,R, k) of a-agvc

Output: A solution of size at most k for the instance (G,M,L,R, k) if it exists and

No otherwise

1 if k < 0 then return No

2 Compute a mimimum size L−R arc separator S in the directed graph D(G)

3 if |S| = 0 then

4 if there an odd M−path from R to R or an R M−flower then

5 compute the edge e = (u, v) given by Lemma 10

6 S1 ← Solve−AAGV C(G,M,L ∪ {u}, R, k)

7 if S1 is not No then return S1
8 S2 ← Solve−AAGV C(G,L ∪ {v}, R, k)

9 return S2

10 end

11 else return φ

12 end

13 if |S| > k then return No

14 else Compute the unique minimum size important L−R separator S∗ in D(G)

(Lemma 6(c)) and select an arc e = (w, z) ∈ S∗

15 S3 ← Solve−AAGV C(G \ {e},M \ {e}, L,R, k − 1)

16 if S3 is not No then return S3 ∪ {e}
17 S4 ← Solve−AAGV C(G,M,A ∩ (δ+D(G)(z) ∪KS∗), R, k)

18 return S4

Algorithm 5.1: Algorithm Solve−AAGV C for a-agvc

We are now ready to prove Lemma 2 by describing an algorithm (Algorithm. 5.1) for a-agvc.

The idea of the algorithm is as follows. If there is an odd M−path from L to R in G, then by

Lemma 9 we know that if there is a solution, there is one which contains an important L−R
separator in D(G). Hence we branch on a choice of an important L− R separator. If there

are no odd M−paths from L to R, but there is either an odd M−path from R to R or an R

M−flower, we use Lemma 10 to the get an edge (u, v) between two vertices in A and guess

the vertex which covers this edge and continue. If neither of these two cases occur, then by

Lemma 4 the graph has a minimum vertex cover containing L ∪R. Such a minimum vertex

cover will not contain both end points of any edge of the perfect matching and hence the

algorithm returns the empty set. In order to make the analysis of our algorithm simpler, we

embed the algorithm for enumerating important separators (Lemma 8) into our algorithm

for a-agvc.

Correctness. The Correctness of Step 1 is obvious. In Steps 6 and 8 we are merely guessing

the vertex which covers the edge (u, v), while Step 11 is correct due to Lemma 4. Step 13 is

correct because the size of the minimum L − R separator in D(G) is a lower bound on the

solution size. Steps 15 and 17 are part of enumerating the important L − R separators as

seen in Lemma 8. Since we have shown in Lemma 9 that if there is a solution, there is one

which contains an important L−R separator in D(G), these steps are also correct.

Running Time. In order to analyze the algorithm, we define the search tree T(G,M,L,R, k)
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resulting from a call to Solve − AAGV C(G,M,L,R, k) inductively as follows. The tree

T(G,M,L,R, k) is a rooted tree whose root node corresponds to the instance (G,M,L,R, k).

If Solve − AAGV C(G,M,L,R, k) does not make a recursive call, then (G,M,L,R, k) is

said to be the only node of this tree. If it does make recursive calls, then the children of

(G,M,L,R, k) correspond to the instances given as input to the recursive calls made inside

the current procedure call. The subtree rooted at a child node (G′,M ′, L′, R′, k′) is the search

tree T(G′,M ′, L′, R′, k′).

Given an instance I = (G,M,L,R, k), we prove by induction on µ(I) = 2k−λD(G)(L,R)

that the number of leaves of the tree T(I) is bounded by max{22µ(I), 1}. In the base case, if

µ(I) < k, then λ(L,R) > k in which case the number of leaves is 1. Assume that µ(I) ≥ k

and our claim holds for all instances I ′ such that µ(I ′) < µ(I).

Suppose λ(L,R) = 0. In this case, the children I1 and I2 of this node correspond to

the recursive calls made in Steps 6 and 8. By Lemma 10 there are odd M−paths from u

to R and from v to R. Hence, λ(L ∪ {u}, R) > 0 and λ(L ∪ {v}, R) > 0. This implies that

µ(I1), µ(I2) < µ(I). By the induction hypothesis, the number of leaves in the search trees

rooted at I1 and I2 are at most 2µ(I1) and 2µ(I2) respectively. Hence the number of leaves in

the search tree rooted at I is at most 2.2µ(I)−1 = 2µ(I).

Suppose λ(L,R) > 0. In this case, the children I1 and I2 of this node correspond to

the recursive calls made in Steps 15 and 17. But in these two cases, as seen in the proof

of Lemma 8, µ(I1), µ(I2) < µ(I) and hence applying induction hypothesis on the two child

nodes and summing up the number of leaves in the sub trees rootes at each, we can bound

the number of leaves in the sub tree of I by 2µ(I).

Hence the number of leaves of the search tree T rooted at the input instance I =

(G,M,L,R, k) is 2µ(I) ≤ 22k. The time spent at a node I ′ is bounded by the time required

to compute the unique smallest L − R separator in D(G) which is polynomial(Lemma 6).

Along any path from the root to a leaf, at any internal node, the size of the set L increases or

an edge is removed from the graph. Hence the length of any root to leaf path is at most n2.

Therefore the running time of the algorithm is O∗(4k). This completes the proof of Lemma

2.

5.3 Consequences

Theorem 1 has some immediate consequences. The first one is regarding the following prob-

lem.

König Vertex Deletion

Input: An undirected graph G = (V,E), positive integer k

Parameter: k

Question: Does there exist a set S of at most k vertices of G such that

G \ S is a König graph?

By [19, Theorem 4], we have the following corollary.

Corollary 1. König Vertex Deletion can be solved in time O∗(9k) time.

The following two corollaries are regarding Almost 2 SAT and its variant.
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Almost 2 SAT

Input: A 2-CNF formula F , positive integer k

Parameter: k

Question: Does there exist a set Sc of at most k clauses of F such that

F \ Sc is satisfiable?

Almost 2 SAT(Variable)

Input: A 2-CNF formula F , positive integer k

Parameter: k

Question: Does there exist a set Sv of at most k variables of F such

that F \ Sv is satisfiable?

It has been mentioned without proof in [6, Open Problem Posed by M. Fellows] that agvc

and Almost 2 SAT are equivalent. However, for the sake of completeness, we give a

polynomial time parameter preserving reduction from Almost 2 SAT to agvc and hence

prove the following Lemma.

Lemma 11. Almost 2 SAT can be solved in O∗(9k) time.

Proof. The proof is by a parameter preserving polynomial time reduction from Almost 2

SAT to agvc. The reduction is as follows. Let (F = C1 ∧ . . . ,∧Cm, k) be an instance of

Almost 2 SAT where F is a 2-CNF on n variables x1 . . . , xn. We define the instance of

agvc as follows. We construct a graph on 2(m+ (k+ 1)n) vertices. We have 2k+ 2 vertices

x1i1 , . . . , x
1
ik+1

, x0i1 , . . . , x
0
ik+1

corresponding to every variable xi and two vertices y1` and y0`
corresponding to every clause y`. We add edges between x1ij and x0ij for every xi and every

j, and edges between y1` and y0` for every clause y` resulting in a perfect matching M for the

graph. Now we add edges corresponding to each clause as follows. Consider the `th clause

C` = (l1 ∨ l2). If l1 = x̄p for some p, then add edges from x0pj to y1` for every 1 ≤ j ≤ k + 1

and if l1 = xp for some p then add edges from x1pj to y1` for every 1 ≤ j ≤ k + 1. Similarly if

l2 = x̄p for some p, then add edges from x0pj to y0` for every 1 ≤ j ≤ k + 1 and if l2 = xp for

some p then add edges from x1pj to y0` for every 1 ≤ j ≤ k + 1. We do this for every clause

and this concludes the construction of the graph G. We refer to Figure 5 for an illustration

of the construction. We claim that (F, k) is a Yes instance if and only if (G,M, k) is a Yes

instance.

Suppose that (F, k) is a Yes instance and let SC be the set of at most k clauses the

removal of which makes F satisfiable. Let SC = {C`1 , . . . , C`t} and let P be a satisfying

assignment of F \S. We now construct a vertex cover S of G as follows. For every C`j ∈ SC
add the vertices y0`j , y

1
`j

to S. From every matching edge (x1ij , x
0
ij

) add x1ij to S if P assigns 1

to xi and add x0ij to S if P assigns 0 to xi. The remaining uncovered matching edges of the

form (y1` , y
0
` ) correspond to undeleted clauses. We add y1` to S if some neighbor of y1` is not

in S and add y0` to S otherwise. We claim that S is a vertex cover of G which picks both

endpoints of at most k of the matching edges. The second property is clearly satisfied by the

way we defined S. It remains to prove that S is a vertex cover. Again by the definition of

S, it covers all the matching edges. Suppose that S is not a vertex cover and consider some

uncovered edge e = (xaij , y
b
`) where a, b ∈ {0, 1} and consider the clause corresponding to y`,
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Figure 5: Example for the reduction where F = (x1 ∨ x2) ∧ (x3 ∨ x̄1) ∧ (x1 ∨ x̄3).

(l1 ∨ l2). As a neighbor of yb` is not in S, by construction of S, it must be the case that b is

0. And since xai,j is not in S, the literal l2 involves the variable xi and is not satisfying the

clause y`. But, since the vertex y0` was not picked in S, it must have been the case that some

vertex adjacent to y1` was not picked in S. This means that the literal l1 is also not satisfying

the clause y` and hence the clause (l1 ∨ l2) is unsatisfied, and hence must have been in SC
and hence we must have picked both vertices y0` and y1` in S, a contradiction to the fact that

e was uncovered by S.

Conversely suppose that (G,M, k) is a yes instance and set S be a vertex cover of G

which picks both the end points of at most k matching edges. Observe that the way we have

constructed G allows us to assume that the matching edges from which both end points are

in S are of the form (y1` , y
0
` ) and that for every xi, either x1ij is in S for every j or x0ij is in

S for every j. We let SC be the set of those clauses corresponding to the matching edges

whose both end points are in S. We now define an assignment P for the variables of F as

follows. For each xi set xi = 1 if for every j, x1ij ∈ S and set xi = 0 if for every j x0ij ∈ S. We

claim that P is a satisfying assignment for F \ SC . Suppose it is not, and consider a clause

C in F \ SC and let C = C` = l1 ∨ l2. Since C` is unsatisfied, P has assigned 0 to both the

literals l1 and l2. This implies that the edges corresponding to this clause are covered by the

vertices y1` and y0` in which case we would have deleted the clause C.

By [18, Theorem 3.1 ], we have the following Corollary.

Corollary 2. Almost 2 SAT(Variable) can be solved in time O∗(9k) time.

6 Conclusion and Subsequent Research

In this paper, we obtained a faster FPT algorithm for the Above Guarantee Vertex

Cover problem . We gave a structural characterization of König graphs in which a minimum

vertex cover contains certain fixed vertices. This characterization, given in terms of classical
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graph theoretic structures like flowers, allowed us to model a variant of agvc as a problem

of eliminating some of these structures. This allowed us to apply the concept of important

separators to solve this problem, and finally, using this algorithm as a subroutine, led to the

FPT algorithm for agvc . This algorithm for agvc also led to faster FPT algorithms for

Almost 2 SAT, Almost 2 SAT(Variable) and König Vertex Deletion.

Subsequent to our research, several new and exciting developments have happened around

agvc, or equivalently around Almost 2 SAT, using entirely different approaches. Cygan

et al. [5] obtained an algorithm for an above guarantee version of Multiway Cut running

in time O∗(4k) using a novel branching guided by a solution to the relaxation of the natural

linear program for this problem. Then, via a reduction to this problem Cygan et al. obtained

an algorithm for agvc and Almost 2 SAT (and other related problems) running in time

O∗(4k). Even more recently, Narayanaswamy et al. [20] obtained an algorithm for agvc

running in time O∗(2.618k) using a refined branching based on linear programming, and

their bound has been improved to O∗(2.32k) by Lokshtanov et al. [13]. Finally, Kratsch and

Wahlström [12] have studied the kernelization complexity of agvc and obtained a randomized

polynomial sized kernel for it through matroid based techniques.
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